Recent studies suggest that the widely accepted evidence in support of categorical perception of color may be a confound of effects due to low-level sensory mechanisms that are unrelated to color categories. To reveal genuine category effects, we investigated the category boundary least prone to spurious effects of low-level mechanisms: the boundary between red and brown. We tested for low-level sensory and high-level cognitive effects of categories on color discrimination, while carefully controlling potential factors of color vision that are not related to color categories. First, we established the red-brown boundary through a naming task and measured just-noticeable differences (JNDs) for colors across the boundary. If low-level sensitivity to color differences was categorical, JNDs should decrease toward the boundary. However, this was not the case. Second, we measured performance in terms of response times and error rates in a speeded discrimination task with color pairs that were equalized in discriminability based on the empirical JNDs. There was a boost of performance (lower response times and error rates) for identifying color differences in equally discriminable color pairs, when the colors crossed the boundary. Given the particularity of the red-brown boundary, these results prove that the observed effects were due to color categories rather than low-level visual mechanisms. These findings support the idea that category effects are due to a shift of attention to the linguistic distinction between categories, rather than being a pure product of perception. These category effects do not depend on the hemispheric lateralization of language.
Does the linguistic distinction between "red" and "brown" help to perceptually distinguish reddish and brownish colors? A positive answer to this question would indicate that language influences color perception.
Color naming has been the prime example to investigate the influence of language on perception (R. W. Brown & Lenneberg, 1954; Collins & Olson, 2014; Davidoff, 2001; Lupyan, 2012) . On the one hand, color is representative for other kinds of perception in the sense that it is a fundamental perceptual attribute of objects in our visual environment. If such a basic perceptual attribute is shaped by language, other aspects of perception may be influenced by language as well. On the other hand, color naming illustrates that language does not simply map labels on objects or features that are predefined by perception. Color perception varies continuously along three dimensions: hue, saturation, and lightness. As a result we may perceive millions of different colors. In contrast, when we communicate about colors we do not refer to metric evaluations of hue, saturation, and lightness. Instead, we use color terms, such as "red" and "brown." These color terms group the multitude of perceivable colors into a few color categories, each of which comprises an ensemble of different color shades, such as different shades of brown. The color categories are linguistic because they correspond to the linguistic meaning of the colors terms. In contrast to color perception, they collapse the three dimensions of color perception-hue, saturation, and lightnessand treat colors as if there was a clear cut distinction for example between red and brown.
Due to this obvious discrepancy between continuous color perception and categorical color naming, color categorization exemplifies the missing link between perception and language. For this reason, color naming and categorization have been considered as a prime example in debates about linguistic relativity, linguistic determinism, and the Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis, which refer to the idea that language shapes perception and thought (Boroditsky, 2011; Deutscher, 2011; Gellatly, 1995; Gentner & GoldinMeadow, 2003; Gumperz & Levinson, 1996; Kay & Kempton, 1984) . Color categorization has also discussed as a major example for cognitive penetrability, which is the idea that knowledge influences perception (Collins & Olson, 2014) . Overall, the relationship between color perception and categorization has important implications for multiple disciplines, including psychology, neuroscience, vision science, philosophy, linguistics, cultural anthro-pology, computer science, and engineering (e.g., Anderson, Biggam, Hough, & Kay, 2014) .
The most famous approach to investigate the relationship between perception and language has been categorical perception (e.g., Boroditsky, 2011; Collins & Olson, 2014) . According to the idea of categorical perception, the linguistic distinction between color categories, such as red and brown, should interact with the perceptual distinction between different color shades. For example, a red and a brown color should be discriminated faster and more accurately than two colors that belong both to the brown category (or both to the red category, respectively). Such categoryspecific effects on color discrimination have been called category effects. Category effects would establish a direct relationship between perception and language.
Relevance
The idea that color vision is inherently categorical has been suggested by a large range of studies, and is so widely accepted that it is even found in current textbooks (e.g., Goldstein, 2014, p. 322; Harris, 2014, p. 401) , and scientific dissemination to the broader public (e.g., Deutscher, 2011; Robinson, 2011) . The strongest support for this idea comes from observations of category effects on color discrimination, which suggest that color categories directly affect the perception of differences between colors. However, recent studies have raised serious doubts that the effects observed in classical studies on categorical color perception were really due to linguistic color categories.
Category effects on color discrimination have been investigated since the 1980s (Bornstein & Korda, 1984) . Meanwhile, a large range of studies provided a body of evidence according to which category effects are directly modulated by differences in categories across languages (e.g., Roberson, Davies, & Davidoff, 2000; Roberson, Pak, & Hanley, 2008; Winawer et al., 2007) , by languagespecific interference tasks (Gilbert, Regier, Kay, & Ivry, 2006; Pilling, Wiggett, Özgen, & Davies, 2003; Witthoft et al., 2003; ) , by learning new categories (Özgen & Davies, 2002; Zhou et al., 2010) , and by the brain hemisphere (Drivonikou et al., 2007; Gilbert et al., 2006; Roberson et al., 2008; Zhou et al., 2010) . In particular, according to the idea of a lateralized category effect category effects appear exclusively or at least more strongly in the right visual field, and less or not at all in the left visual field due to the hemispheric specialization of language (Drivonikou et al., 2007; Gilbert et al., 2006; Roberson et al., 2008; Zhou et al., 2010) . These interaction effects are considered to further underpin the linguistic origin of category effects.
However, to show that potential category effects are specific to the categories, it is crucial to control perceptual differences between colors. By perceptual difference we refer to the difference in perception between any two shades of colors independent of category membership, while categorical differences mean differences in category membership. For example, better discrimination between a green and a blue color compared with two blue colors does not necessarily imply a category effect due to the categorical difference between green and blue, but might rather be due to a larger perceptual difference. To disentangle effects of categorical differences from trivial effects of using colors with unequal perceptual differences, it is necessary to control perceptual differences in a meaningful way. This problem is not specific to color vision, but applies to research on categorical perception in general (Goldstone & Hendrickson, 2010; Harnad, 1987) . However, in other domains of perception, physical measures of differences between stimuli may be used as a measure of reference to test for category effects in comparison to constant changes in the physical measure. In color vision, purely physical aspects of stimuli consist in wavelength spectra. However, due to the nature of human photoreceptors, differences in wavelength spectra cannot be directly compared with perceptual differences between colors. The only way of using differences in wavelengths in a meaningful way in the investigation of categorical perception, consists in focusing exclusively on the particular case of spectral colors, that is, colors that are evoked by single wavelengths. In fact, it is known since a long time that sensitivity to spectral lights is nonlinear and shows abrupt changes across wavelengths (Bedford & Wyszecki, 1958; Judd, 1932; W. D. Wright & Pitt, 1934) . There have been several attempts to relate these abrupt changes to the effects of color categories (Beare, 1963; Bornstein, Kessen, & Weiskopf, 1976; Holtsmark & Valberg, 1969) .
However, spectral colors almost never occur in the natural environment, not even in the colors of the rainbow, where light is the results of complex interreflections between droplets of water (David Gedzelman, 2008; Gedzelman & Vollmer, 2008; Gedzelman & Hernandez-Andres, 2008; Lee, 1991) . Hence, spectral colors are not representative of physical stimuli that evoke the perception of color in the natural visual environment. More important, it is clear by now that the sensitivity to spectral lights simply reflects the sensitivities of human photoreceptors (Smith & Pokorny, 1975; Stockman & Sharpe, 2000) , and is not related to linguistic color categories, as previously claimed (e.g., Bachy, Dias, Alleysson, & Bonnardel, 2012 ; see also Mullen & Kulikowski, 1990) .
At the same time, the fact that the sensory response of the photoreceptors as a function of the physical measure of wavelengths does not relate to linguistic color categories does not mean that there cannot be any category effects on color vision at all. Color categories may still affect color vision beyond the transduction of light into the excitation of the photoreceptors. The question is just which measure is appropriate to control perceptual differences between colors, and which measure of color discrimination is expected to be influenced by color categories.
More generally, the example of color vision highlights the importance of defining a meaningful measure that is assumed to be bare of any category effects and may act as a perceptual reference, and another measure that is expected to show category effects. The specification of these measures allows targeting the level of perceptual processing at which category effects are assumed to occur.
Apart from differences in wavelengths, classical studies have used color differences ("steps") according to the Munsell system (Munsell Color Services, 2007a , 2007b , or euclidean distances in CIELUV and CIELAB color space (e.g., Hunt & Pointer, 2011) as a metric for the perceptual reference. These three models of color perception are conceived to make discrimination thresholds more uniform when comparing colors across the whole color space. As a result, they allow for making equal color differences to appear more uniform at a coarse, global level (Fairchild, 2013; Hunt & Pointer, 2011; Indow, 1988; Kuehni & Schwarz, 2008) . These approaches to control differences are still adopted in the most recent studies on categorical perception of color (e.g., Bird, Berens, Horner, & Franklin, 2014; Hu, Hanley, Zhang, Liu, & Roberson, 2014; Zhong, Li, Li, Xu, & Mo, 2015) .
However, these models of perceptual differences are not useful to control fine-grained color differences as required for investigations of categorical perception. For this reason, it is not surprising that evidence for categorical perception depends on which of the above approaches is used to control color differences (A. M. Brown, Lindsey, & Guckes, 2011) . Different biases in perceptual differences may produce different patterns in discrimination. Most important, these approaches are not useful as perceptual references to show category effects on color discrimination because they (coarsely) control color discrimination. In as far as these approaches are valid to control color discrimination, color discrimination should not vary across different colors (as exemplified in Roberson, Hanley, & Pak, 2009) . Residual variation of color discrimination should be first and foremost attributed to the insufficiencies of these models, not to color categories. Finally, these approaches do not allow to disentangle different levels of color processing because they are coarsely fitted to a large range of diverse behavioral data (Fairchild, 2013; Hunt & Pointer, 2011; Kuehni & Schwarz, 2008) . Even when the observed effects are modulated by language or language-specific manipulations, it cannot be determined whether these effects are related to low-level sensory determinants of color vision or to high-level cognitive effects on perception.
In color vision, one meaningful way of investigating category effects on color discrimination consists in testing whether the low-level, sensory information at the first stages of color perception is further processed at later perceptual stages so that the sensitivity to color differences is categorical. On the one hand, the sensitivity to color differences is the basic ability to detect color differences, and hence discriminate between colors. It may be measured through discrimination thresholds called just-noticeable differences. A JND is the smallest difference between two colors that an observer is able to perceive. On the other hand, low-level sensory information about perceptual differences may be determined based on the second-stage mechanisms (Krauskopf & Gegenfurtner, 1992; Krauskopf, Williams, & Heeley, 1982) . These mechanisms process the color signal at the stage after the light transduction in the photoreceptors, which constitutes the first stage of color vision. Recent studies found that the sensitivity to color differences is not related to linguistic color categories, but to the second-stage mechanisms (A. M. Brown et al., 2011; Lindsey et al., 2010; Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2013) . Hence, color perception is not categorical in as far as "categorical" refers to linguistic categories and "perception" to the sensitivity to color differences (Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2013 ; see also Bachy et al., 2012; Cropper, Kvansakul, & Little, 2013; Roberson et al., 2009) .
Another meaningful way of investigating category effects on color discrimination consists in testing for category effects at a higher, more cognitive level of perceptual processing beyond the stages that determine the sensitivity to color differences. To show such effects, a series of recent studies measured performance in a speeded discrimination task in terms of response times and error rates when controlling for variations in sensitivity (Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2013 . Sensitivity was controlled by using color pairs that were exactly 2 JNDs away from each other, and hence equally discriminable in terms of low-level sensitivity to color differences. Results showed that linguistic categories modulate the performance in a speeded discrimination task beyond what can be predicted by the sensitivity to color differences (Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2015) .
These results are further supported by studies that investigated neurophysiological category effects with EEG, when controlling for sensitivity through JNDs He, Witzel, Forder, Clifford, & Franklin, 2014) . Contrary to previous studies that did not as accurately control for sensitivity (Clifford, Holmes, Davies, & Franklin, 2010; Thierry, Athanasopoulos, Wiggett, Dering, & Kuipers, 2009 ) these studies did not find category effects on preattentive, but only on postperceptual processes (e.g., N2, P3).
Taken together, these results indicate that categories affect discrimination at a higher, more cognitive level, most probably by directing attention to the category boundaries (Cropper et al., 2013; He et al., 2014; Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2014 ; see also Roberson et al., 2009 ). This kind of category effect has been called categorical facilitation (Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2014 and could potentially explain the effects found in classical studies.
However, this interpretation is complicated by three observations. First, most of the classical studies focused on the green-blue boundary as a prime example for category effects. The problem with this boundary is that it coincides with low-level, sensory determinants of color vision that are unrelated to color categories, and therefore might produce spurious category effects. In particular, the green-blue boundary is the only boundary that coincides with a second-stage mechanism, namely the M-pole of the L-M mechanism (Malkoc, Kay, & Webster, 2005 ; Figure 9 in Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2013) . As a result, it shows a local peak in sensitivity, resulting in a particularly high ability to discriminate greenblue colors (Figure 9a-b and Figure 14 in Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2013) . This pattern does not reflect categorical perception. It is a particularity of the green-blue boundary, not a general property of color categories.
Consequently, this boundary is prone to produce spurious category effects when sensitivity is incompletely controlled. In fact, there is evidence that the set of green-blue Munsell chips used in many of the classical studies does not sufficiently control for sensitivity and produces spurious category-like effects (Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2011; see also O. Wright, 2012) . In contrast, those studies that controlled carefully for variations in sensitivity could not find any evidence for categorical facilitation at this boundary, maybe because they overcompensated the peak of sensitivity at that boundary (A. M. Brown et al., 2011; Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2012b ; see also behavioral measurements in Cropper et al., 2013; He et al., 2014; Roberson et al., 2009) .
Taken together, these results show that it is particularly difficult to disentangle effects of second-stage mechanisms from potential category effects at the green-blue boundary due to the coincidence of this boundary with the L-M mechanism (Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2013 . As a result, effects of better color discrimination at the category boundary of the classical set of green-blue Munsell chips cannot be unambiguously attributed to color categories. At the same time, the failure to show effects of categorical facilitation at the green-blue boundary when controlling for sensitivity implies that evidence for categorical facilitation effects is limited to a specific set isoluminant stimuli (Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2015) .
Consequently, it cannot be guaranteed that the categorical facilitation effects are generally valid for all linguistic color categories.
Second, many recent studies could not reproduce lateralized category effects (A. M. Brown et al., 2011; Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2011 see also A. Lu, Hodges, Zhang, & Wang, 2012) ; or produced lateralization effects that were independent of color categories (Alvarez, Clifford, Holmes, & Franklin, 2012; Suegami, Aminihajibashi, & Laeng, 2014a ). These results not only cast serious doubt on the existence of genuine lateralized category effects, but more generally also indicate that empirical interaction effects might not be as compelling and unambiguous as suggested by the logic of the underlying arguments. As a result, this observation further weakens existing support for category effects on color discrimination.
Finally, effects of categorical facilitation could only been convincingly shown for naïve participants without prior experience with the task, but not for highly trained participants (Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2015) . In particular, the JNDs to control for sensitivity were measured across many sessions with a first group of participants (Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2013) . Because the task for measuring JNDs and speeded discrimination was largely the same, this group was highly trained with this kind of discrimination task. However, this group did not show categorical facilitation in the speeded discrimination task. Only a new group of participants without prior experience provided consistent evidence for categorical facilitation. For this group, the aggregated JNDs of the first group were used to control for the sensitivity to color differences. However, additional analyses cast some doubt that the JNDs of the first group completely controlled the sensitivity of the second group, and suggested that this difference could potentially have produced spurious category effects in the second group. Although, in the context of still further analyses it seemed highly unlikely that the observed effects in the second group were due to a difference in sensitivity between the two groups; it remains to be proven that categorical facilitation also occurs when sensitivity is controlled by JNDs measured with the same observers that show category effects in the speeded discrimination task (Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2015) .
In summary, newer studies that carefully controlled perceptual differences, put the findings of classical studies into question. In these newer studies we provide evidence for a weaker version of categorical perception we call categorical facilitation. However, this new evidence for categorical facilitation depended on particular color samples and only appeared under certain conditions. As a result, the question remains open whether categorical facilitation is a general property of linguistic categories, or whether it is a marginal phenomenon that only occurs for a few categories and under very limited conditions.
Objective
To address this question, the present study focusses on a category boundary that is least inclined to produce spurious categorylike effects, the red-brown boundary. Red and brown are particular color categories: their member colors are comparatively dark and change category membership with increasing lightness to orange/yellow and pink, respectively (see, e.g., Figure 8 in Olkkonen, Witzel, Hansen, & Gegenfurtner, 2010) . Moreover, the red-brown boundary does not coincide with second-stage mechanisms (e.g., Figure 9 in Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2013) . Brown is neither a unique (i.e., an unmixed elementary color) nor a binary hue (i.e., a color composed of equal proportions of two unique hues), and seems to be only defined through language. Finally, it has been suggested that color terms map on prelinguistic categories, that is, a category that exists long before children acquire color terms and that might be in-built in the visual system (Franklin, Clifford, Williamson, & Davies, 2005; Franklin & Davies, 2004; Franklin, Pilling, & Davies, 2005; Ozturk, Shayan, Liszkowski, & Majid, 2013 ). Brown appears much later than other categories during color term acquisition (cf. Figure 6 in Pitchford & Mullen, 2002) . This suggests that the color term "brown" is least likely to reflect a prelinguistic category.
Taken together, these characteristics indicate that the redbrown boundary depends less on the perceptual characteristics of color vision, but rather on the categorical distinction through language. For this reason, the red-brown category boundary may be considered as a prime example for studying the effect of language on perception. Nevertheless, research on categorical perception has yet completely neglected this boundary. In particular, existing evidence for categorical facilitation is limited to isoluminant colors that are too light to include red and brown (Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2013 .
For this reason, the present study investigated category effects with colors at a low lightness level that cross the red-brown category border. We tested for both kinds of category effects: low-level effects on the sensitivity to color differences and highlevel effects due to categorical facilitation. Although the logic of the present series of experiments is the same as in the two previous studies of Gegenfurtner (2013, 2015) , color sampling, apparatus and the sampling of participants were different in important aspects. Moreover, unlike those previous studies we measured JNDs and speeded discrimination with the same group of participants, and controlled sensitivity in the speeded discrimination task with the precise JNDs of this group. These differences between the present and previous experiments allow testing the general validity of those previous findings, in particular with respect to the purely linguistic aspects of color categories, and with a still more pertinent control of the sensitivity to color differences.
First, we measured color naming and JNDs for colors that straddle the red-brown category boundary (Experiment 1). These measurements allowed for reevaluating the question of whether the sensitivity to color differences is enhanced at the category border. A negative answer to this question has already been provided by the aforementioned study on categorical sensitivity (in particular Figure 9 in Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2013) . Here, we reevaluate those results with a different stimulus sample that is tailor-made for the red-brown boundary. In case of categorical sensitivity, JNDs should be lower at the red-brown boundary than within the red and brown categories. Following Witzel and Gegenfurtner (2013) this pattern is not expected because the red-brown boundary does not coincide with second-stage mechanisms.
Second, we used the category and JND measurements of the first experiment to create equally discriminable color pairs within and across the red and brown categories. These color pairs were designed so that the difference between the two colors within each pair were clearly above threshold (suprathreshold). The suprathreshold differences allowed observers to aim at high speed re-sponses rather than looking for fine-grained differences, and made it possible to measure meaningful response times.
With those equally discriminable color pairs, we measured discrimination performance in terms of response times and error rates in a speeded discrimination task. As in the study of Witzel and Gegenfurtner (2015) , the speeded discrimination task mainly differed from the discrimination task for the JND measurements by the equally discriminable color pairs, and by the fact that observers aimed at speeded responses. Although, participants in the present study had some experience with the discrimination task during JND measurements (about 1 hr per participant), this experience was much less than the one of the trained participants in that previous study (at least 12 hr per participant cf. Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2013 . If inconsistencies in the evidence for categorical facilitation across different groups of observers is due to the effect of massive prior training and experience, as suggested by the previous study (Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2015) , systematic effects of categorical facilitation should occur in the present study where prior training and experience was comparatively small.
As a result of categorical facilitation, response times and error rates should be lower at the red-brown boundary, indicating a higher discrimination performance when sensitivity was controlled for. Such a categorical pattern of performance would strongly support a cognitive effect of language on color perception. Preliminary findings of the present study have been mentioned elsewhere (Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2012a .
Experiment 1: Categories and JNDs
In the first experiment we measured category membership and JNDs for colors that straddle the red-brown category boundary. These measurements had two purposes. First, they were used to test for categorical sensitivity. Second, these measurements were necessary to establish equally discriminable color pairs that allow for testing categorical facilitation. Apart from these two main inquiries, we also inspect and discuss the pertinence of classical approaches to the control of perceptual differences at a local, fine-grained level of resolution.
Previous measurements of JNDs did not target the red-brown boundary (in particular Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2013 . The measurements for dark colors of Witzel and Gegenfurtner (2013, see Figure 9b ) were aimed to control for lightness and saturation in terms of cone-contrasts. For this reason, colors were sampled along an isoluminant hue circle in DKL-space. For most participants, there existed a red-brown boundary in the stimulus sample. However, there were also some participants without a red-brown boundary because they named some of the colors "pink" and some others "orange," indicating that the lightness of these colors was too high to produce consistent red and brown categories across observers (cf. in particular Figure S7 in Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2013) .
To address this issue, we used a color sample that was tailormade for the red-brown boundary in the present studies. Moreover, in contrast to those studies with isoluminant colors we adapted the sampling technique for our red-brown colors to the one adopted to for the green-blue stimulus pairs in classical studies. This approach also makes our measurements comparable with previous evaluations of perceptual differences for classical sets of green-blue and blue-purple stimulus sets (Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2011) .
To clarify differences in discrimination performance between the task of the JND measurements (this experiment) and the speeded discrimination task (see Experiment 2 below) we also examined response times during JND measurements. Results of previous studies suggest that response times during JND measurements do not show categorical patterns. According to those studies, response times during JND measurements were similar to JNDs, but not to response times in the speeded discrimination task (in particular Figure S20 in Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2015) .
Method
Participants. Seventeen observers (12 women; 26 Ϯ 3.5 years) participated in Experiment 1 (for anonymized ids of observers see Figure 3 below). Three observers (m4, f6, and f9) were only available for the measurements of color categories and for Experiment 2, but not for the JND measurements (hence n ϭ 14 in Figure 4 below). One observer was one of the authors (C.W.); all other observers were students at the University of Giessen and participated for course credit. All participants were native German speakers, except for f1 whose native language was Mandarin. None of them had red-green color deficiencies, as verified with Ishihara plates (Ishihara, 2004) .
Apparatus. Stimuli were displayed on an Eizo Color Edge CG223WBK monitor driven by an NVIDIA Quadro FX1800 graphics card with a spatial resolution of 1,680 ϫ 1,050 pixels, a refresh rate of 60 Hz, and a color resolution of 10 bits per channel. Color rendering was calibrated and gamma corrected. The CIE 1931 chromaticity coordinates and luminance for the monitor primaries were R ϭ (0.652 0.332 33.5), G ϭ (0.202 0.678 65.4), and B ϭ (0.151 0.066 8.2).
To control for adaptation, observers looked through a black viewing tunnel, and initial adaptation was accomplished by presenting instructions and practice trials on the screen with the calibrated background (see Stimuli) before each task. A chin rest established a distance of 50 cm between observer and screen. Experiments were written in MatLab (The MathWorks Inc., 2007) with the Psychophysics Toolbox extensions (Kleiner, Brainard, & Pelli, 2007) . Responses were recorded by an ActiveWire device to enhance the precision of response time measurements, in particular with respect to Experiment 2 (ActiveWire Inc., 2003).
Stimuli. Following the classical approach to stimulus sampling, we ultimately wanted to obtain a stimulus set of four adjacent stimuli A, B, C, and D, where the two stimuli A and B fall into the red and C and D into the brown category, so that B and C cross the red-brown category boundary. We defined a stimulus set A 0 , B 0 , C 0 , and D 0 for the first experiment. Then, based on the measurements of this first experiment, this set of four stimuli were made equally discriminable to provide the stimuli A, B, C, and D for the second experiment.
To precisely target the red-brown boundary, we first determined four preliminary stimuli based on Munsell chips. For this purpose, we identified the typical lightness levels for red and brown (Munsell Values 4 and 3) based on a previous study (cf. Figure 8 in Olkkonen et al., 2010) . Saturation was determined as the maximum Munsell Chroma that was equally available across all red and brown hues at those lightness levels, resulting in a Munsell Chroma of 10. Then we let five observers identify the four preliminary stimuli among those Munsell Chips that differed only in Munsell hue by 2.5 steps, and that crossed the red-brown category border. This survey resulted in the Munsell chips 5R4/10, 7.5R4/10, 10R4/10, and 2.5YR4/10 as preliminary stimuli A 0 , B 0 , C 0 , and D 0 , respectively. Second, to obtain our final stimulus set A 0 , B 0 , C 0 , and D 0 , we represented these chips in CIELUV space and rendered them on the computer monitor (for details on rendering Munsell chips on a computer monitor see section "Stimuli" in Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2011, p. 4) . For the present study, it was only important that colors were neatly distributed around the red-brown boundary, but not that they correspond to Munsell chips. Because the rendered colors seemed to be too light on the standard gray background (Munsell N5), we decided to use a white background instead, with the chromaticity of illuminant C at maximum luminance available for this illuminant on our monitor. This background was used as the white-point for the CIELUV conversions. Exact color specifications for the background were the same as in Experiment 2, which are reported in Table 1 below.
To increase the resolution of these measurements, we linearly extrapolated one color toward red and one toward brown, and interpolated additional colors at half distances between the colors. As a result, there were 11 stimulus colors, including the four stimuli A 0 , B 0 , C 0 , and D 0 . Figure 1a illustrates these 11 colors in CIELUV space.
Procedure. Color naming. We measured color categories and JNDs for those 11 colors. First, participants completed a color naming task to establish the category membership of the 11 colors. In each trial of this task, one single color was presented as a colored disk in the center of the screen with the white background. Participants chose a color name among the eight German chromatic basic color terms (in English: pink, red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple, and brown) by pressing one of eight keys on a special keypad. Each color was shown 10 times, and the order of presentation was randomized.
Discrimination thresholds. Second, we measured JNDs with the spatial 4-Alternative Forced-Choice task used in previous, related studies (Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2011 , 2013 . Figure  1b illustrates the stimulus display for the JND measurements. Three of the four disks were presented in one of the test colors shown in Figure 1a . The fourth disk was presented in a comparison color. Participants were asked to indicate which disk was different from the other.
The time course of one trial of the JND measurements is illustrated by Figure 2a . It started with a black fixation point presented on the white screen for 1 second, followed by the stimulus display with the four colored disks for 500 ms. If no response was given during the 500 ms of the stimulus display, the fixation point on the white screen was shown again until response. After response, feedback was provided by changing the fixation dot for 500 ms to white if the response was correct or to gray if it was incorrect.
At the beginning of each block the comparison color was the color of one of the two adjacent stimuli. During the block, the comparison color was adapted through a 3up-1down staircase technique depending on the observer's response. A staircase stopped after five reversal points. The principle of such a staircase is illustrated by Figure A1 in the Appendix. These staircases converge to a probability of 0.79 for giving a correct response. For a 4-Alternative Forced-Choice task, this response probability corresponds to a probability of 0.72 for seeing the difference between test and comparison colors (Krauskopf & Gegenfurtner, 1992; Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2013) .
One decreasing and one increasing staircase was measured for each test color, with two exceptions. For the first and the last test color (the upmost and lowermost disk in Figure 1a ) that only had one neighboring stimulus, staircases were only measured in the direction of that neighboring stimulus. The resulting 20 staircases for the 11 test colors were measured in overall 20 blocks, 1 block for each staircase in random order.
Results
Color naming and categories. Figure 3 shows the mode color names of each participant (rows) and for the 11 colors (columns). Individual naming data may be found in Figure A2 of the Appendix. As observed in many previous studies (e.g., Olkkonen et al., 2010; Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2011 , 2013 , color categories varied across observers. Among those, the Mandarin speaker's (f1) category boundary was the most different from the assumed boundary. Since this difference might be due to language rather than an individual particularity, she did not participate in the second experiment.
However, except for the Chinese (f1) and 3 other German participants (f2, f3, and m5) the red-brown boundary of all individual observers as well as the overall boundary (thick black line in Figure 3 ) lay between the two stimuli B and C of the boundarystimulus pair, hence, confirming the category border as assumed based on the pretest.
JNDs in CIELUV space. CIELUV is supposed to control for sensitivity, at least approximately. Hence, it should yield more or less constant JNDs. Figure 4 illustrates the results of the JND measurements. The JND measurements included the Chinese participant f1. Her inclusion did not change the main result of this experiment, while reducing measurement noise for the creation of the stimuli for the second experiment.
Panel a shows the JNDs for the 11 colors in CIELUV space. JNDs were calculated by discarding the first of five reversal-points in each staircase and averaging the remaining four (cf. Figure A1 in the Appendix). The JNDs in each direction away from the test-colors (increasing vs. decreasing) are shown by separate points in Figure 4a , resulting in overall 20 data points, one for each staircase. In the case of categorical sensitivity, JNDs should de- crease toward the red-brown boundary between stimuli B and C. However, this was not the case. Instead, JNDs increased more or less continuously from the red (left) toward the brown end of the stimuli (right). This observation is further illustrated by Figure 4b . The three colored bars illustrate the average JND in the regions between the four stimuli A 0 , B 0 , C 0 , and D 0 . Because the category boundary is between B 0 and C 0 (cf. Figure 3 ), the average JND should be lowest for BC. Instead, BC (4.5) yielded a slightly lower average JND than AB (4.4), and CD (5.3) yielded a still higher average JND than AB and BC, reflecting the trend of increasing JNDs from red to brown as observed in Panel a. These results contradict the idea that sensitivity is categorical.
JNDs in DKL space. It is more meaningful to examine the question of categorical sensitivity in DKL than in CIELUV space. DKL space represents low-level cone-opponent color information and allows us to test whether sensitivity is categorical compared with this type of sensory perceptual reference. For this reason, we also inspected this question after representing colors in DKL space. Figure and of the speeded discrimination task (Experiment 2), respectively. The horizontal arrow represents time, the four squares the displays on the screen during one trial. Both versions of the task began with the presentation of the fixation dot on a white screen for 1 s, and ended with the feedback display (white fixation dot ϭ correct answer; dark gray ϭ incorrect answer) for 500 ms. During the JND measurements (a) the stimulus display was limited to 500 ms, followed by the fixation dot on the black screen until response. In contrast, the stimulus display stayed until response in the speeded discrimination task (b). See the online article for the color version of this figure. In particular, Figure A3d shows JNDs in DKL-space (black curve and colored disks) so as to evaluate the pattern of JNDs when perceptual differences are defined based on second-stage mechanisms. While the variation of JNDs differs between the two color spaces ( Figure A3c vs. d), the main results are largely the same in DKL as in CIELUV space: There is no decrease of JNDs toward the respective red-brown boundary.
Response times during JND measurements. We tested for category effects on response times comparable to those measured in the speeded discrimination task of Experiment 2. Figure A4 in the Appendix illustrates response times of observer CW for the test colors A 0 , B 0 , C 0 , and D 0 . When the difference between test and comparison color is below discrimination thresholds (Ͻ1JND) observers are likely not to see the color difference. Response times for color differences below threshold vary strongly depending on whether the color difference is seen or not. Such unreliable response times are useless for investigating category effects (cf. Figure S1 in Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2015) .
For this reason, we focused on response times for suprathreshold color differences (Ͼ1 JND) to test for category effects on response times during JND measurements. We determined the median of these suprathreshold response times per staircase and per participant. Figure A5 in the Appendix illustrates these suprathreshold response times as averaged across observers. According to a category effect, response times should decrease toward the boundary between B and C. However, suprathreshold response times during JND measurements did not show any categorical pattern. Moreover, suprathreshold response times (black curve and colorful symbols in Figure A5a ) and JNDs (gray curve in Figure A5a) were not correlated (r(20) ϭ 0, p ϭ .99).
Discussion
We did not find any categorical patterns in the JND measurements, neither for JNDs nor for suprathreshold response times. These results suggest that there was no category effect of any kind during the JND measurements.
Categorical sensitivity to color differences. JNDs depend on the precise sampling of test colors, raising the question of how well our results here may be generalized to other stimulus samples. Although, those measurements did not target the red-brown boundary, some of the previous JND measurements in DKL space involved colors that were judged red and brown by many participants (cf. Figure 9b in Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2013) . As illustrated by Panels a and b of Figure A3 , the stimulus sampling in that study is fundamentally different, in particular in terms of lightness. The differences in saturation and lightness seem to have affected the distribution of categories across hues. The hue of the redbrown boundary in that previous study coincides with the hue of stimulus D 0 in the present study, indicating that the boundary is shifted toward red in the present study.
Nevertheless, these differences in stimulus sampling and naming seem not to have affected JNDs. The pattern of JNDs across hues is very similar in both studies. There is a local minimum of JNDs around the hue of stimulus A, a continuous increase toward brown hues, and a local maximum around the stimulus toward the brown direction ("right side") beyond stimulus D (Figure A3c and  d) . In both studies, and in both color spaces, results contradict a categorical pattern. These results show that the basic ability to detect color differences, that is, color sensitivity, is not categorical. This observation confirms previous studies that did not find categorical patterns in measurements of discrimination thresholds using different perceptual references to control perceptual differences and represent thresholds (Figures S5 and S6 of Bachy et al., 2012; Cropper et al., 2013; Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2011; Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2013 ; see also Pinto, Kay, & Webster, 2010; Roberson et al., 2009) .
Categorical facilitation during JND measurements. The JND measurements and the speeded discrimination task consisted of a very similar discrimination task. For this reason, we wondered whether categorical facilitation affected the discrimination of suprathreshold color differences during JND measurements in a similar way as in the speeded discrimination task. This was not the case. There were no categorical patterns in suprathreshold response times ( Figure A5 ). This finding is in line with observations for other color categories in the previous study (cf. Figure S20 in Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2015) .
At the same time, the pattern of suprathreshold response times did not follow the pattern of JNDs across colors. This finding contrasts the correlations found previously (cf. Figure S20 in Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2015) . In the light of the absence of the correlation in the present study, we suspect that the correlation resulted from the way the first comparison color of each staircase was determined in that previous study. In any case, the absence of the correlation is of minor importance for the main conclusions because the results of both studies together show that suprathreshold response times do not yield categorical patterns, whether they are correlated to JNDs or not. Together with the evidence against categorical sensitivity (last section), these findings suggest that categories did not affect discrimination performance in any way during the JND measurements.
Control of discriminability. Apart from that, the variation of JNDs in CIELUV space also illustrates the well-known fact that CIELUV space does not fully control perceptual differences. If euclidean distances in CIELUV space would precisely control the discriminability of colors, the JNDs in Figure 4a would be equal; but this is not the case. At the same time, JNDs change rather continuously and smoothly in this red-brown region of color space. There are no abrupt local changes and inflection points, as it was the case with the isoluminant green-blue boundary ( Figure  9 and 15 in Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2013) . Moreover, equal hue differences of our red-brown colors followed the same trend as JNDs, when expressed as euclidean differences in CIELUV space. This is illustrated through the horizontal black lines in Figure 4a and the gray bars in Figure 4b .
As a result, the three stimulus pairs AB, BC, and CD yielded very similar levels of discriminability as shown by the number of JNDs that fit between the two colors of each pair. This is illustrated by Figure 4c . The differences corresponded to 1.7, 2.0, and 2.2 empirical JNDs for AB, BC, and CD, respectively. In particular, there was no difference between within-and between-category pairs that could produce spurious category effects (cf. Figure 4d) .
Originally, color differences of the stimulus pairs corresponded to 2.5 steps of Munsell hue. The final version of the stimuli might not exactly correspond to Munsell chips due to the way we rendered the chips on the monitor (in particular the deviation from the standard background N5, see Stimulus section). Nevertheless, the variations in JND differences across the color pairs are much lower than those found for the green-blue and blue-purple Munsell chips used in the classical studies on categorical perception of color (cf. Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2011; in particular Figures S5-S6) . In as far as our stimuli correspond to Munsell chips, these results suggest that the hue steps between these red-brown Munsell chips reflect discriminability quite well. As a consequence, those Munsell chips already coarsely control for sensitivity.
However, there are still some systematic differences between the JND differences across the three color pairs AB, BC, and CD (Figure 4c ). In particular, pairs AB and BC differed marginally significantly in the number of JNDs that fit in between their respective two colors (paired, two-tailed t test across observers: t(13) ϭ 2.0, p ϭ .07). To more accurately control for sensitivity, those colors A 0 , B 0 , C 0 , and D 0 need only to be slightly adjusted so that the JND differences in Figure 4c are exactly equal for all three color pairs.
The results of this experiment further illustrate how much the validity of existing color metrics, such as CIELUV space and Munsell system, depend on the particular region of color space under investigation. When represented in CIELUV space, JNDs measured along an isoluminant hue circle in DKL-space ( Figure  15 in Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2013) , and JNDs measured along CIELUV chroma (Figure 3 in vary strongly across colors even though they are meant to be approximately constant. Equal differences according to the Munsell system may strongly vary for the green-blue and blue-purple colors when reevaluated by empirical JNDs ( Figure S5 and S6 in Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2011) . The particular red-brown sample used here illustrates a case, in which equal steps in the Munsell system seem to control the sensitivity to color differences quite well, but CIELUV is less appropriate for this purpose. For these reasons, the control of perceptual differences through CIELUV space, the Munsell system or similar approximate approaches is insufficient to control for sensitivity in categorical perception. As a result, it is unclear where the effects observed in classical studies on categorical perception of color come from.
Experiment 2: Speeded Discrimination
The second experiment was designed to investigate effects of categorical facilitation. These are category effects on discrimination performance that occur even though the basic ability to discriminate is constant with respect to low-level sensory mechanisms. The presence of a category boundary between two colors should reinforce the perceptual difference between these colors, and hence, facilitate their discrimination independent of sensory mechanisms and sensitivity. Therefore, response times and error rates should be lower for two colors on either side of the redbrown category boundary than for two colors within a category, when these color pairs are equally discriminable in terms of low-level sensitivity. To control for low-level sensitivity, we adjusted the four colors A 0 , B 0 , C 0 , and D 0 of Experiment 1 so that the perceptual differences of AB, BC, and CD were the same in terms of the JNDs measured in Experiment 1.
Stimulus pair BC was a red-brown boundary pair, and AB and CD were within-category pairs adjacent to the boundary toward the red and brown category, respectively. According to Witzel and Gegenfurtner (2015) , these within-pairs may be considered as transitional pairs because they are close to the boundary, rather than around the category center. In case of categorical facilitation, the BC pair should result in higher performance (lower response times and error rates) than either of the two within pairs, AB and CD.
Method
Participants and apparatus. All but two (f1 and f9) observers from the preliminary naming measurements in Experiment 1 participated in this second experiment, resulting in overall 15 German observers (10 women; 26 Ϯ 4 years). The apparatus was the same as in the first experiment.
Stimuli. Figure 5 illustrates the creation of equally discriminable color pairs. When measured in JNDs, the difference between stimuli B and C turned out to be almost exactly 2 JNDs (cf. Figure 4c ). To create equally discriminable colors we kept B and C the same as the original B 0 (Ϸ7.5R4/10), and C 0 (Ϸ10R4/10), and only changed A 0 and D 0 . A and D were changed so that they have the same JND distance as B and C. For this purpose, they were shifted along the difference vectors in CIELUV of AB and CD, respectively.
As a result, all equally discriminable colors differed by almost exactly 2 JNDs similar to those in the study with isoluminant colors (Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2015) . Response times at about this color difference seem to converge toward reliable response times that are unaffected by the uncertainties of detecting color differences below thresholds, as illustrated by our Figure A4 and in particular by Figure S1 of Witzel and Gegenfurtner (2015) .
It should be noted that discriminability of the corresponding color differences are relative to the eccentricity of the stimulus display, which was closer to the fovea in this experiment than in the experiment of Witzel and Gegenfurtner (2015) . Moreover, the aforementioned study has shown that categorical facilitation does not depend on individual differences in categorization and sensitivity (Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2015) . For this reason and because aggregated data is less noisy, we averaged JNDs across participants and assumed the consensus (i.e., aggregated) categories with the boundary between B and C (cf. thick black line in Figure 3 ). The precise chromaticity coordinates for the four stimuli of the equally discriminable color pairs and the background are given in Table 1 .
Procedure. To double-check the category membership of the stimulus colors A, B, C, and D, we conducted a control naming test before the speeded discrimination task. In this naming pretest, response options were restricted to only red and brown (2-Alternative Forced-Choice or 2AFC), and only the stimuli A, B, C, and D were presented. Each stimulus was presented 10 times and order of presentation was randomized.
The speeded discrimination task consisted of the same discrimination task as the JND measurements of the first experiment apart from the following four differences. First, the stimulus display stayed until response, whereas it was presented for only 500 ms in the task of the JND measurements (cf. Figure 2) . Second, the suprathreshold stimulus pairs were used as constant stimuli instead of the staircase technique in which color differences varied across trials and were below threshold for some of the trials. Third, all color pairs were presented interleaved in each block, while JNDs were measured in separate blocks for each test color. Finally, instructions encouraged participants to respond as fast as possible, while instructions for the JND measurements emphasized the accuracy and consistency of responses. Figure 1a . The small red dots correspond to the four stimuli of the equally discriminable color pairs that are two JNDs away from each other. The black lines show the difference vectors between adjacent stimuli. Apart from that format as in Figure 1a . Precise color specifications are provided in Table 1 . Note that B and C are the same colors as the original B 0 and C 0 . Moreover, the original stimulus A 0 was slightly shifted away from B, and D 0 was slightly shifted toward C, to make those differences the same as the one of B and C. See the online article for the color version of this figure.
It should be noted with respect to the third difference that the set of different color pairs was much smaller (4 instead of 20) and restricted to the red-brown region of color space in the present study as compared with Witzel and Gegenfurtner (2015) . Another difference to Witzel and Gegenfurtner (2015) was that the speeded discrimination task did not only involve the three equally discriminable pairs, but all three combinations of the four stimulus colors, that is, including AC, AD, and BD. These pairs involved larger color differences then the main stimulus pairs (AB, BC, and CD). They were included to counterbalance the frequency of presentation across the four stimuli, but were irrelevant for analyses.
The speeded discrimination task was done in overall three blocks, with short breaks between blocks. In each block, presentation of stimuli was counterbalanced as follows. There were six color pairs, each color of a color pair was once distractor and once target, and the target was presented once at each of the four positions of the stimulus display. This resulted in overall 6 
Results

2AFC control naming.
Detailed results of the naming test that restricted response options to only red and brown (2AFC) and used only the stimuli A, B, C, and D, are provided in Figure A6 of the Appendix. In these measurements, the category border lay between B and C for all 15 participants. These results are in line with the assumption that BC was a cross-category color pair.
Main results: Category effects. In case of a category effect, response times and error rates in the speeded discrimination task should be lowest for the BC-pair (categorical pattern). Figure 6 illustrates response times (Panel a) and error rates (Panel b) across the three color pairs. With respect to the idea of a lateralized category effects, results are shown separately for the left and right visual field. In case of a lateralized category effect, category effects should be stronger in the right than in the left visual field.
In Figure 6a , response times were averaged for each participant before being aggregated by mean across participants. Only response times of correct answers and below 2 s were included in the analyses. This was done because sensible response times in such a task vary between 400 and 1,000 ms and a response above 2 s hence must reflect factors that are irrelevant to the task (e.g., distraction from the task, or breaks). However, only 1% of all answers were excluded based on the 2 s criterion.
In a first approach, we lumped the two within category pairs (red AB, and brown CD) together and tested for category effects and lateralization effects with a repeated measurements analysis of variance (RMAOV) with the factors categories (within vs. across) and laterality (left vs. right; as in Gilbert et al., 2006; Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2011) . The main effect of categories was highly significant, F(1, 14) ϭ 23.2, p Ͻ .001, with across-category pairs yielding lower response times than within-category pairs. There was neither a main effect of laterality (p ϭ .30), nor an interaction (p ϭ .85).
We used paired, one-tailed t tests to assess the statistical significance of the differences across the single color pairs. The crossboundary color pair BC yielded lower response times than the red pair AB in both the left (M ϭ 96 ms, t(14) ϭ 5.6, p Ͻ .001) and the right visual field (M ϭ 72 ms, t(14) ϭ 3.7, p ϭ .002); and it was also lower than the brown pair CD in both visual fields (M ϭ 35 ms, t(14) ϭ 2.5, p ϭ .01 and M ϭ 51 ms, t(14) ϭ Ϫ3.2, p ϭ .004). Note that these results were barely affected by the exclusion of outliers based on the 2 s crietrion. When including the response times above 2 s, all differences were also significant (all ps Ͻ 0.03). ‫ءءء‬ p Ͻ .001, ‫ءء‬ p Ͻ .01, ‫ء‬ p Ͻ .05,°p Ͻ .1. In line with categorical facilitation, response times and error rates yielded funnel shaped categorical patterns (bars lowest for BC). However, contrary to the lateralized category effect the right visual field did not result in stronger categorical patterns. See the online article for the color version of this figure. Figure 6b illustrates the error rates separately for color pairs and visual fields. In contrast to a speed-accuracy trade-off, error rates produced the same categorical patterns as response times. We applied an RMAOV to the error rates analogous to the one used with response times. There was again a main effect of categories, with boundary-pairs yielding significantly lower error rates than within-pairs, F(1, 14) ϭ 26.7, p ϭ .0001, and there was no main effect of lateralization, F(1, 14) ϭ 0.7, p ϭ .42. However, error rates yielded an interaction between categories and laterality, F(1, 14) ϭ 7.3, p ϭ .02. This interaction effect, however, went in the opposite direction of the lateralized category effects, with a stronger categorical pattern in the left than in the right visual field.
One-tailed paired t tests showed that the error rates were lower for the cross-category BC pair than for the red AB pair when lumping both visual fields together, t(14) ϭ 3.5, p ϭ .002. However, when visual fields were tested separately this difference was significant on the left side, t(14) ϭ 3.8, p ϭ .001, but did not reach significance on the right, t(14) ϭ 1.5, p ϭ .08. The BC pair was significantly lower than the brown CD pair in both, the left, t(14) ϭ 3.6, p ϭ .001 and the right visual field, t(14) ϭ 3.4, p ϭ .002.
Response time distributions. In the previous study, category effects depended on response speed (in particular Figure S5 , S6, and S7.c in Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2015) . To inspect whether this was true for the present study too, we examined the response time distribution for the present data. Figure 7 shows the cumulative density functions of the response times separately for each color pair and lumped together across all participants. The steeper and higher the curves, the faster the responses. To get a more general idea about the shape of the cumulative density functions, we also included the response times for the three stimulus pairs (AC, BD, and AD) that were otherwise irrelevant for the test for category effects. Because these stimulus pairs had much larger perceptual differences, their curves (gray dotted) were much steeper and higher than the red, black, and brown curves of AB, BC, and CD. At the same time, the black curve of the boundary pair BC was steeper and higher than the red and brown curves of the within pairs AB and CD, as predicted by a category effect. This is the case for the left (Figure 7a ) and right (Figure 7b ) visual field.
To test statistically for category effects across the response time distribution we determined the deciles of response times (10%, 20%, . . . 100% of response times, where 50% and 100% are median and maximum response times) for each individual separately. To test for category effects, we averaged the deciles for red and brown within-pairs (AB and CD). Then we calculated the difference between this average for within pairs and the decile response time for the boundary pair BC. Resulting decile response time differences, averaged across participants, are shown in Figure A7 . In the case of a category effect, these differences should be above zero (categorical pattern). We tested these categorical patterns with a one-tailed paired t test across participants. For all deciles and in both visual fields (green and red bars), boundary-pairs (BC) yielded significantly lower response times than within-pairs (AB, and CD). The only exception was the 7th decile in the right visual field, which did not reach significance.
Apart from that latter observation, the main difference between the visual fields was the fact that the difference between the boundary pair (BC) and the brown within pair (CD) was not very strong in the left visual field (cf. brown curve being close to black curve in Figure 7a ). Hence, categorical patterns in the left visual field were dominated by the difference between the red within-pair (AB) and the boundary-pair (BC). In contrast, categorical patterns in the right visual field involved the red (AB) and the brown (CD) within-pairs to almost equal degrees (red and brown curves are very close in Figure 7b ). This particular difference across visual Figure 7 . Cumulative density functions. Response times of all individuals were lumped together, but separated by stimulus type. The x-axis refers to response time margins, and the y-axis to the relative frequency of correct responses that were given faster or equal to the margins. Black curves correspond to the response times for boundary-pairs (BC), red curves to those of the red within-pairs (AB), and brown curves to those of the brown within-pairs (CD). Horizontal dotted lines indicate quartiles, while averages are shown by the vertical lines. The response times for the stimulus pairs AC, BD, and AD (gray dotted line) are also shown for comparison. Panels correspond to the left (a) and right (b) visual field. Note that the black curve is above the red and the brown curves, in line with a category effect. See the online article for the color version of this figure. fields does not correspond to the patterns predicted by a lateralized category effect.
Those response time deciles do not allow to directly compare low and high response times because they are relative to the response time distributions for within-and between-pairs, respectively. To inspect category effects for low and high response times we split up the total set of response times by (a) an absolute criterion and (b) a criterion that is relative to each observer's individual response time distribution.
First, the absolute criterion is a response time margin that splits response times in two absolute partitions below and above the criterion. Unlike Witzel and Gegenfurtner (2015) who used an absolute criterion of 700 ms, we split response times into two absolute partitions below and above the absolute criterion of 650 ms. For the present data, this criterion was chosen because it provided response times in each partition for each participant (some participants did not have response times above 700 ms for all color pairs).
Second, the median was chosen to create two relative partitions with individual response times below and above the median of each observer. Detailed response time distributions of within-and boundary-pairs in each of the absolute and relative partitions are shown in Figures A8 and A9 in the Appendix, respectively. Figure 8 illustrates categorical patterns indicative of categorical facilitation in each of the partitions. Categorical patterns were determined for response times (first row) and error rates (second row) in each of the partitions, and separately for left and right visual fields (green and red bars). As above, categorical patterns were calculated as the difference between each individual observer's average response times (error rates) of the within-pairs and boundary pairs, and statistical significance was established by one-tailed paired t tests. The higher the bars in Figure 8 , the stronger the categorical pattern.
Significant categorical patterns in both visual fields occurred for absolute (Ͼ650 ms) and relative partitions (Ͼmedian) with high response times (right group of bars in Figure 8a and b) . As shown by the left group of bars in Figure 8a , there were no categorical patterns in absolute partitions with low response times (Ͻ650 ms). Low response times in the relative partitions (Ͻmedian) yielded significant categorical patterns in the right, but not in the left visual field (left group of bars in Figure 8b) .
In contrast to response times (upper row of Figure 8 ), error rates showed tendencies toward categorical patterns in all partitions (all bars above zero), with a tendency of stronger categorical patterns in the left than in the right visual field (green larger than red bars). For absolute partitions (Figure 8b ), categorical patterns of error bars were only significant for low response times in the left visual field. For relative partitions (Figure 8b ), categorical patterns in the left visual field (green bars) were significant for low and high response times, and categorical patterns in the right visual field (red bars) were only significant for high response times. In summary, categorical patterns of response times but not of error rates depend systematically on the size of response times. Figure A8 and A9 in the Appendix allow for a detailed inspection of the response time distribution in the absolute and relative partitions, respectively. If categorical patterns were just due to an overall difference in the size of response times, response time distributions should be shifted toward the lower end of the distributions for boundary-pairs as compared with within-pairs.
Response time distributions of within-(green) and boundarypairs (red) are largely overlapping for absolute and relative partitions with low response times (Ͻ650 ms in Figure A8a -b and Ͻmedian in Figure A9a-b) . This explains the absence of categorical patterns for low response times in Figure 8a -b.
The distributions of high response times (Ͼ650 ms in Figure  A8c -d and Ͼmedian in Figure A9c-d) , for which we observed categorical patterns in Figure 8a -b, did not completely overlap. However, the categorical patterns for high response times are not due to a simple shift of the response time distributions of boundary-(red) compared with within-pairs (green). Instead, the distribution of high response times for boundary-pairs (red) has a different shape than those for within-pairs (green), in the sense that it is more peaked at the lower end of the distribution (red higher than green below 1,000 ms in Figure A8c-d) . In contrast, the distribution of within pairs stretches toward the upper end of the distribution (2,000 ms) with a lower kurtosis (less peaked) and a Graphics compare categorical patterns for low and high response times. The upper row shows results for response times (a and b), the lower row (c and d) for error rates. In these graphics, categorical patterns were assessed as the difference between average response times (error rates) for within and across stimulus pairs. Bars correspond to the average difference (ϭ ⌬), error bars to the SEM across participants, and symbols above the error bars refer to the p value of a one-tailed paired t test:
‫ءءء‬ p Ͻ .001, ‫ءء‬ p Ͻ .01, ‫ء‬ p Ͻ .05. Results were calculated separately for the left (green bars) and right (red bars) visual field. The left column (a and c) shows categorical patterns for responses with a speed below and above an absolute cut-off of 650 ms (absolute partitions). The right column (b and d) illustrates categorical patterns for responses with response times relative to the median (50% of data) of each individual. Note that only high response times yielded categorical patterns (a and b), and those categorical patterns occurred in both visual fields. In contrast, categorical patterns for error rates mainly occurred in the left visual field and more systematically for high-speed responses. See the online article for the color version of this figure. higher positive skew (stretch toward upper end) than the distribution for boundary-pairs. Hence, response times for boundary-pairs are more restricted to the lower end of the distribution and hence more homogenous than those for within-pairs. These differences in distributions are at the origin of the categorical patterns for higher response times as observed above (Figure 8a and b) .
Asymmetries in the target-distractor relationship. Previous studies (Hanley & Roberson, 2011; O. Wright, 2012) reported asymmetries in performance depending on whether one or the other color in a within-category pair was the target. For our study, this would imply that pairings BA and CD with B and D being targets should yield different response times and error rates than pairings AB and BC with A and B being targets, respectively. We tested whether asymmetries occurred in our experiment by examining response times and error rates separately, according to which color was the target and which the distractor. Differences between the stimulus pairs were tested by paired two-tailed t tests. Figure 9 illustrates the results. We find very pronounced asymmetries. When the target was closer to the category center than to the category boundary (AB and DC), within-pairs yielded lower performance than other pairs. Response times and error rates for the red AB pair were significantly higher than for the red BA pair, t(14) ϭ 5.2, p Ͻ .001, and t(14 ϭ 3.7, p ϭ .002), and those for the brown DC pair were significantly higher than for the brown CD pair, t(14) ϭ 5.8, p Ͻ .001 and t(14 ϭ 4.4, p Ͻ .001). In fact, AB and DC produced significantly higher response times and error rates than all the other pairs (BA, BC, CB, and CD; all p Ͻ .01). Apart from that, there was also a significant difference between error rates for CB and CD, t(14) ϭ 3.3, p ϭ .005, which does not fit to the asymmetries predicted based on previous studies.
Discussion
Both response times and error rates yielded clear categorical patterns at the red-brown boundary as predicted by categorical facilitation. These categorical patterns were robust across visual fields, and mainly occurred for higher rather than lower response times. Several questions need to be clarified before concluding that these categorical patterns reflect genuine category effects due to categorical facilitation.
Categorization. All participants produced the boundary between B and C in the 2AFC control naming of Experiment 2. At the same time, the participants f2, f3, and m5, did not show this boundary in the preliminary naming task even though colors B and C were the same in both tasks (Figure 3 and Figure A6 ). The discrepancy between the two measures of color categorization confirms the suspicion that the stimulus sampling affects responses in this kind of naming tasks (Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2011 . However, this issue seems irrelevant for the present study because the categorical patterns remain when adjusting the boundary pair to the individual boundaries measured in the preliminary naming test ( Figure A10) .
Control of discriminability. The previous study (Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2015) raised several important questions concerning the control of discriminability. First, in that study categorical patterns only occurred for 5 out of 6 categories and only for the group of inexperienced participants, but not for participants who were highly trained with the task. Post hoc control measurements of JNDs even casted some doubt that the categorical patterns observed for the other five categories in the inexperienced group were independent of variations of sensitivity between the two groups. In the end, the conclusion that the observed categorical patterns were due to categorical facilitation was based on thorough additional analyses and the improbability that differences in sensitivity among the two groups could produce categorical patterns by accident. However, doubts remained because categorical facilitation could not be shown for a group of participants for whom sensitivity was controlled with their own JNDs.
Here we show categorical facilitation for observers for whom sensitivity was controlled with their own JNDs. JNDs in the present study were measured with almost exactly the same participants as the performance in the speeded discrimination task. Twelve observers participated in both the JND measurements (n ϭ 17) and the speeded discrimination task (n ϭ 15). Hence, the control of sensitivity was accomplished with JND measurements Figure 9 . Asymmetries depending on target-distractor relationship. In this figure, results are not divided by visual fields, but by which color in a color pair played the role of the target in the speeded discrimination task. Apart from that, format as in Figure 6 . Only pairs in which the more typical color was the target (AB and DC) produced categorical patterns. See the online article for the color version of this figure. for largely the same individuals as those who participated in the speeded discrimination task. This observation contradicts the idea that the categorical patterns, observed by Witzel and Gegenfurtner (2015) , were due to failures to fully control sensitivity.
Second, strong variation in performance independent of color categories was observed for the equally discriminable stimuli in the speeded discrimination task of the previous study (Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2015) . In particular, the aforementioned control measurements of JNDs in that study showed that the control of discriminability failed completely in the case of green-blue colors, which explained why the blue category did not yield any categorical pattern.
If performance in the speeded discrimination task of the present study was only affected by category effects, performance should be more or less equal for the red within-pair AB and the brown within-pair CD. To some extent, this is contradicted by the fact that the brown pair CD yielded lower response times than the red pair AB (cf. Figure 6a ; t(14) ϭ 3.2, p ϭ .007; when lumping both visual fields together). However, error rates show rather a tendency toward the inverse pattern (higher error rates for CD than for AB in Figure 6b ).
In any case, the differences in performance between the red AB and the brown CD pair is relatively low compared with the strong variation in performance across the isoluminant colors of Witzel and Gegenfurtner (2015) . This observation suggests that the discrimination of our red-brown color pairs is not strongly affected by factors beyond color categories. Hence, the equally discriminable color pairs provided in Table 1 seem to be particularly pertinent for controlling the sensitivity to color differences, and may be used in further studies for that purpose.
Finally, we observed that categorical patterns depended on which color in a within-color pair was the target, and which the distractor (cf. Figure 9 ). Difference in discriminability across color pairs should have been independent of the target/distractor role because only the difference between the two colors matters for the sensitivity to color differences.
Specificity to linguistic color categories. To unambiguously attribute observed categorical patterns to the effects of linguistic color categories, it must be guaranteed that the effects are specific to these categories. The design of stimulus pairs (AB, BC, and CD) in the present study was the same as in classical studies on categorical perception of color. Unequal numbers of stimulus presentation are prone to produce differences in performance. However, this stimulus design prevents unequal numbers of presentation of the four stimuli by including AC, BD, and AD for control. Hence, differences in performance across stimulus pairs may not be due to different frequencies of presentation.
Nevertheless, that stimulus design risks producing spurious category effects. All stimuli in such a classical stimulus set are arranged around the stimuli BC. Participants might adapt and/or tune in to the average color between B and C. As a result, they might produce better performance in discriminating these than other colors (of comparable differences), not because they are at a category boundary, but because they are the centroids of the stimulus set. This problem also applies to classical studies of categorical perception of color that use similar designs of color pairs. However, Witzel and Gegenfurtner (2015) used a large range of different color pairs that were presented in random order across trials. This approach prevented any adaptation to or focus on a particular color sample or color pair. Nevertheless, they observed consistent categorical patterns, hence contradicting the idea that the observed patterns are specific to the classical design of stimulus pairs.
At the same time, a problem with the study of Witzel and Gegenfurtner (2015) was that it focused on a particular sample of isoluminant colors and did not show categorical patterns for the blue category. As a consequence, it was not completely clear whether the observed categorical patterns were specific to the particular sample of stimuli and categories in that study, or whether these categorical patterns generally occur for all kinds of colors due to the effects of linguistic color categories.
However, the present results at the red-brown boundary fully confirm the evidence for category effects previously obtained with isoluminant colors and other category boundaries (Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2015) . The categorical patterns in the present study occurred despite the particularities of the red and brown categories: These categories are not simply defined as hue categories, but also involve categorical boundaries in lightness; their boundary cannot be explained by perceptual mechanisms, such as secondstage mechanisms or unique hues; and brown is acquired only late during language development, indicating that it is unlikely to be a prelinguistic, purely perceptual category. Hence, the existence of categorical patterns at this boundary suggests that these patterns are bound to the linguistic distinction between categories. This observation undermines the idea that category effects are bound to only a few isoluminant categories, and suggests that they are a specific effect of the linguistic distinctions between color categories.
Finally, we observed that categorical patterns did not occur equally for all within-category pairs. Categorical patterns only occurred when the target of within pairs was clearly within the category, but not when it was close to the boundary (cf. Figure 9) . Hence, our results with equally discriminable color confirmed those observed with colors whose differences were not controlled in a meaningful way (Hanley & Roberson, 2011; O. Wright, 2012) . However, at a closer look, it turns out that our observations are in line with those of O. Wright (2012) , but contradict those of Hanley and Roberson (2011) . Hanley and Roberson (2011) used a delayed matching-tosample task. In this task, a target is shown first, and then the target is shown together with a distractors, and observers have to identify which one was the target they saw previously. Due to the time delay, this task is more similar to a recognition than to a discrimination task. They found that within color pairs (here AB and CD) only yielded lower performance (higher response times and error rates) when the target was close to the boundary (here B and C), and the distractors were closer to the center of categories (here A and B). In contrast, the tasks of O. Wright (2012) were similar to ours. The target was an oddball among the distractors, and observers had to discriminate the color of the target from the distractor color.
The difference between the results across studies, may be explained by the difference between the tasks. In the delayed matching task of Hanley and Roberson (2011) the target in the first stimulus display is the point of reference, to which the colors of the subsequent stimulus display are compared. In contrast, the distractor color is the point of reference in the stimulus display of the tasks of O. Wright (2012) and our task. Here, the observer needs to compare the single disks of a stimulus display to the ensemble of the distractor disks to detect the deviant target color. Following the psychophysical terminology, we may call the color that constitutes the point of reference, the test color, and the color that is compared to this reference the comparison color (Krauskopf & Gegenfurtner, 1992; Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2013) . Then, those previous studies (Hanley & Roberson, 2011; O. Wright, 2012) and our own studies provide basically the same result on asymmetries: Categorical patterns only occur when the comparison color of within pairs is unambiguously within the category, and not close to the boundary, where category membership is fuzzy (e.g., Figure 8 in Olkkonen et al., 2010) .
In any case, the effect of the target/distractor relationship is specific to the categorical distinction because this relationship differs with respect to the proximity of target and distractor to the category boundary and center, respectively. Hence, the observations of asymmetries support rather than undermine the idea that the observed patterns are specific to the categories. As shown previously, categorical patterns are modulated by the relative proximity to the category boundary and center, as indicated by the fact that within-pairs close to the center show stronger category effects than transitional within-pairs close to the boundary (Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2015) . The asymmetries observed here and before (Hanley & Roberson, 2011; O. Wright, 2012) indicate that his modulation of category effects is relevant even within a color pair.
In summary, the combination of the findings in the present and the previous study shows that the observed categorical patterns are really specific to the categories and hence reflect genuine category effects. Other previous studies have shown the specificity of categorical patterns to linguistic color categories by modulating these patterns through differences in categorization across languages (e.g., Roberson et al., 2008; Winawer et al., 2007) , through language-specific interference tasks (Gilbert et al., 2006; Pilling et al., 2003; Witthoft et al., 2003) , and by learning new color categories (Özgen & Davies, 2002; Zhou et al., 2010) . The observations of category effects in the present study are in line with and add to those previous observations of category-specific effects on color discrimination.
Lateralization of category effects. The present observations further undermine the claim that category effects are lateralized (Drivonikou et al., 2007; Gilbert et al., 2006; Roberson et al., 2008; Zhou et al., 2010) . In the present study, systematic category effects occurred in both visual fields ( Figure 6 and Figure 7) . One exception were category effects on response times below median (Figure 8b ) that were only significant in the right visual field. At the same time, in other instances significant category effects only occurred in the left but not in the right visual field, such as the category effects of error rates in the different partitions (Figure 8c and d) and for the 7th decile of response times in Figure A7 . However, occasional unsystematic effects in one or the other direction of lateralization may be due to the statistical variation. A more systematic difference between the left and the right visual field was the fact that the difference between the boundary pair BC and the brown within-pair CD was less pronounced in the left than in the right visual field (Figure 7) . However, this pattern was not specific to category effects. In fact, this difference between the left and the right visual field disappeared when taking both withinpairs (red AB and brown CD) into account when establishing the size of the category pattern, such as illustrated in Figure 8 , Figure   A7 and Figure A10 . Finally, the strongest evidence against a lateralized category effect is clearly provided by the inverse lateralization effect for error rates. Error rates yielded stronger category effects in the left than in the right visual field (Figure 6 ). This finding completely contradicts the idea that the lateralization of language in the left hemisphere directly modulates category effects in color discrimination tasks.
It might be objected that our stimulus display does not show stimuli peripherally as the studies that originally showed lateralized category effects. Due to small eye movements, this display might not guarantee that left stimuli are exclusively processed by the right and right stimuli by the left hemisphere. However, studies that used displays with more peripheral stimulus presentation did not find lateralized category effects either (A. M. Brown et al., 2011; Suegami, Aminihajibashi, & Laeng, 2014b; Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2011) . Using a similar display as the present study, the previous study with isoluminant colors (Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2015 ) also did not find lateralized category effects.
In the context of all those previous studies, the present study further increases the doubts that genuine lateralized category effects exist. It is possible that category effects might lateralize for reasons other than the lateralization of language to the left hemisphere, such as by attention to one or the other side of the visual field (Alvarez et al., 2012) . However, this possibility is not yet convincingly shown, and open to further investigation.
Categorical facilitation. Given the stringent control for sensitivity, the present findings together with those of Witzel and Gegenfurtner (2015) are strong evidence for categorical facilitation, that is, an effect of linguistic categories on color discrimination beyond what may be predicted through the sensitivity to color differences. Witzel and Gegenfurtner (2015) suggested that categorical facilitation arises due to attention to the linguistic distinction between categories. The present study extends this idea and arrives at the following characteristics of categorical facilitation.
First, in both the present and the previous study of Witzel and Gegenfurtner (2015) only the speeded discrimination task yielded category effects. In particular, response times with suprathreshold color differences did not yield category effects during the JND measurements ( Figure A5 ). These suprathreshold response times converge toward a relatively stable value (cf. Figure A4 and in particular Figure S1 in Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2015) . For this reason, suprathreshold response times are somehow comparable between the JND measurements and the speeded discrimination task. Consequently, the absence of category effects for suprathreshold response times in the JND measurements suggests that the few differences between the version of the task in the JND measurements and the version in the speeded discrimination task are fundamental for the elicitation of category effects. In particular, Witzel and Gegenfurtner (2015) suggested that the limited presentation time of 500 ms in the JND measurements forced observers to rely exclusively on the sensitivity to color differences, and prevented them from paying attention to the linguistic distinction between categories.
This idea was also supported by the fact that category effects on response times tended to occur for high rather than low response times in the speed discrimination task (Figure S7 in Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2015) . The present study confirmed this observation (Figure 8 ). While slow responses allow for a comparison between perceptual and categorical information, fast responses may not allow for such comparisons and limit the perceptual assessment to sensory information alone. The short stimulus display in JND measurements made a fast decision about responses necessary. This might have prevented categorical facilitation in that version of the discrimination task by limiting perceptual assessments to sensory information.
Second, the present results also contribute to clarifying the role of prior experience in categorical facilitation. In the previous study with isoluminant colors, categorical facilitation only occurred with a group of new, naïve observers who did not have any experience with JND measurements before completing the speeded discrimination task. In contrast, categorical facilitation almost completely disappeared in observers that had participated in extensive measurements of JND before completing the speeded discrimination task (Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2015) . These results suggested that the JND task trained observers to focus exclusively on sensory information about perceptual differences instead of paying attention to the linguistic information about categorical differences.
In the present study, almost all participants (12 of 15) had participated in the JND measurements before completing the speeded discrimination task. Nevertheless, we observed clear evidence for categorical facilitation. Hence, the experience with the JND measurements had no or at least little effects on speeded discrimination in the present as compared with that previous study. JND measurements were much fewer in the present than in that previous study (1 session vs. 12 sessions of 45 min). The observation of category effects in the present study indicates that experience with JND measurements was not sufficient in the present study to train observers to abolish categorical facilitation.
This idea is further supported by the comparison of response times in the present study with those measured for the two groups in Witzel and Gegenfurtner (2015) . Suprathreshold response times during the JND measurements of Experiment 1 (650 -700 ms; cf. Figure A5 ) were about the same speed that participants (of both groups) had at the beginning of the JND measurements of Witzel and Gegenfurtner (2015) . This speed is far slower than the speed the trained group reached at the end of the JND measurements and during the succeeding speeded discrimination task (ϳ550 ms). In fact, the speed of the trained group in the speeded discrimination task of Witzel and Gegenfurtner (2015) was about as high or even higher than their speed at the end of the JND measurements (ϳ550 ms). This speed is just above the presentation time of 500 ms during the JND measurements. Those results suggested that participants learned to rely on the sensory information due to the brief presentation during the JND measurements, and transferred this skill from the JND measurements to the speeded discrimination task.
In contrast, the size of response times in the speeded discrimination task in Experiment 2 of the present study (ϳ700 ms) and for the untrained participants of the previous study (ϳ800 ms) were slightly higher than the respective suprathreshold response times of the same participants during the JND measurements. In fact, the size of response times in the present speeded discrimination task was closer to the response times for the untrained than for the trained group in that previous study. This observation suggests that the speed in the speeded discrimination task of the present study was not affected as much by the preliminary JND measurements, as it was the case for the trained group of Witzel and Gegenfurtner (2015) .
Because categorical facilitation occurred with the untrained but not the trained observers in that previous study, the results of the present study suggest that our observers were not sufficiently trained to undermine categorical facilitation. In particular, training was not sufficient for our observers to exclusively rely on sensory information and prevent them from paying attention to the linguistic information about categories. The above observations also imply that training with JND measurements must be extensive to abolish categorical facilitation.
Third, the analyses of the response time distributions in the present study allow for further qualifying categorical facilitation and the learning effects that prevent categorical facilitation. Witzel and Gegenfurtner (2015) proposed that the experience with the JND measurements trained observers to separate the sensory signal about color differences from perceptual noise (Heinrich, Kruger, & Bach, 2011; Z. L. Lu, Hua, Huang, Zhou, & Dosher, 2011) . Perceptual noise is evident, for example, in participant's reports. Some participants reported that they see four different colors in the stimulus display during the JND measurements, even though three of the four disks always had the same color. These reports indicate that the sensory signal on color differences becomes so weak close to the discrimination threshold that it gets lost in perceptual noise. In the JND measurements, the short presentation time and the small differences between colors around the discrimination threshold required participants to rely on the sensory signal, and to distinguish this signal from perceptual noise. In the course of these measurements, observers seem to achieve perceptual learning that allows them to better disentangle the sensory signal from noise. Once this ability is acquired during the JND measurements, it may be applied to solve the speeded discrimination task with ease, hence the low response times in the speeded discrimination task for the trained observers of Witzel and Gegenfurtner (2015) .
In the present study, we observed that category effects on response times did not simply consist in a shift of the response time distributions for boundary-and within-pairs, away from each other (cf. Figure A8 and Figure A9 ). Instead, category effects occurred because response times for boundary-pairs spread much less toward the upper end of the response time distribution than within-pairs. Such a pattern of response times may result from observers being more certain about their responses for boundarythan for within-pairs. This certainty may arise from the match between the sensory information about color differences with the linguistic information about categorical differences in the case of boundary-pairs. In contrast, observers have to merely rely on perceptual differences to accomplish the task in the case of withinpairs. As a result, particularly high response times may arise in trials, in which observers needed time to achieve sufficient certainty about sensory information to give a response.
Finally, the idea of attention-driven categorical facilitation may explain why category effects only occur when the comparison color is unambiguously within a category. In case of categorical facilitation, observers pay attention to categorical differences and look for a comparison color with a different category membership than the test color. When the comparison color is close to the category boundary, it is shifted away from the test color toward the other category, even if it does not yet belong to that category. In this case, attention to the categorical difference between the two categories helps to detect the com-parison color among the test colors because the search for another category coincides with the shift of the comparison relative to the test color. For example, if the test color is A (unambiguously red) and the comparison is B (close to brown), the search for a brown color may help to detect B, which is shifted away from the red A toward brown (without being brown yet). In contrast, if the comparison is in the same category as the test color, the categorical difference cannot help to detect the difference between the two colors. For example, when B is the test color and A is the comparison, the search for the odd one cannot be facilitated by looking for another category, because the comparison is shifted further into the same category. This is even more the case for the center pairs of Witzel and Gegenfurtner (2015) , where both colors belong unambiguously to a category, and explains why those center pairs yield lowest performance (highest response times and error rates) among all pairs.
In summary, the present study further supports and qualifies the idea that categorical facilitation arises due to the observer paying attention to the linguistic distinction between color categories. However, the precise mechanisms of categorical facilitation and in particular the role of sensory information and attention are not proven by the present study, and constitute an important path for follow-up research.
Categorical perception. In contrast to previous investigations of category effects on color discrimination, the rigorous definition of perceptual references in the present study allowed us to specify where those category effects come from. In our Experiment 1 and in the study of Witzel and Gegenfurtner (2013) , the perceptual reference were differences in cone-contrasts and results showed that there are no category effects on the sensitivity to color differences. In our Experiment 2 and the study of Witzel and Gegenfurtner (2015) , the perceptual reference was discriminability reflecting the sensitivity to color differences, and results revealed categorical facilitation, most probably due to a shift of attention to the linguistic distinction between categories.
Categorical facilitation may be understood as a type of categorical perception. However, it must be noted that in categorical facilitation the linguistic color categories do not change color perception per se. Instead, they change the way perceivable information about color differences is selected through attention and then used to make a decision about a response. This idea contradicts previous studies that claimed an effect of categories on low-level electroencephalogram (EEG) components (Visual mismatch negativity; Clifford et al., 2010; Thierry et al., 2009 ). However, this idea is completely supported by newer studies that only found category effects on postperceptual components of EEGs He et al., 2014) , when controlling more carefully for perceptual differences between colors. Those latter studies are completely in line with the idea that attention might be at the source of categorical perception of color.
This idea of categorical facilitation is further supported by a recent functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study (Bird et al., 2014) . It showed that no color categorization takes place in visual areas. Instead, an automatic categorization of colors occurs in the frontal lobe when observers see colors passively. This cerebral location indicates that categorization is linked to attention, rather than being inbuilt in the visual system. In contrast, another fMRI study (Brouwer & Heeger, 2013) found that categorical clustering occurs in visual areas (human ventral V4 and ventral occipital VO1), and only when observers actively name colors. However, their measure of categorization did not disentangle linguistic color categories from other aspects of their stimulus sample, and their categories did not match previous measurements of linguistic color categories for very similar stimuli (cf. Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2013 .
The idea of attention-driven categorical facilitation also explains previous evidence for categorical perception. In particular, by directing the observers' attention toward different categorical distinctions, different languages may produce different, languagespecific category effects (e.g., Roberson et al., 2008; Winawer et al., 2007) . Language-specific interference tasks may distract the observer's attention away from the category border to characteristics of the interference task (Gilbert et al., 2006; Pilling et al., 2003; Witthoft et al., 2003) . By redirecting attention to new categorical distinctions, categorical facilitation may be affected by learning new color categories (Özgen & Davies, 2002; Zhou et al., 2010) . Finally, if observers pay more attention to color differences at the category boundary, this may also explain why these observers may experience these differences to be larger than differences away from the category boundary, as shown in some of the studies using subjective similarity judgments (e.g., Kay & Kempton, 1984; Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2012b ; but see Laws, Davies, & Andrews, 1995) .
At a first glimpse, the observation of categorical facilitation in the absence of categorical sensitivity seems to contradict the idea that linguistic color categories reflect prelinguistic color categories (Franklin, Clifford, et al., 2005; Franklin & Davies, 2004; Franklin, Pilling, et al., 2005; Ozturk et al., 2013) . The idea of prelinguistic categories might seem to suggest that color categories are in-built in the visual system and inherent to color perception rather than a product of attention to linguistic distinctions. However, prelinguistic category effects might also be explained through the direction of attention. In particular, it might be that the visual and social environment (e.g., relevant objects and parents, respectively) direct infants' attention to categorical color differences long before they learn the corresponding color terms at toddler age. This could produce a bias in attention, dragging their eye movements preferably to color differences in line with categorical distinctions than to other color differences (Franklin, Pilling, et al., 2005) .
At the same time, some caution needs to be applied to the interpretation of the results on prelinguistic color categories with respect to the control of perceptual differences. The evidence in those studies was mainly based on stimuli that controlled perceptual differences by using Munsell chips at the green-blue, bluepurple, and red-pink boundaries (Franklin, Clifford, et al., 2005; Franklin & Davies, 2004; Franklin, Pilling, et al., 2005; Ozturk et al., 2013) . Some of those stimuli have been shown to be problematic for the control of perceptual differences (Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2011) . Hence, it would be good to double-check those results with stimuli that disentangle effects of sensitivity and categorical facilitation. It seems that our equally discriminable color pairs at the red-brown boundary would be particularly well suited to double-check these and other results on categorical perception of color.
Conclusion
In a first experiment, we found that sensitivity to color differences was not higher at the red-brown boundary than within the red and brown categories. In the second experiment, clear evidence for categorical facilitation was observed at the red-brown boundary when controlling for variations in sensitivity. Given the particularity of the brown category, the findings of the present study highlight that categorical facilitation is tightly bound to the linguistic distinction between categories. The present investigations also suggest that genuine effects of categorical facilitation are not lateralized to the left cerebral hemisphere, and that they are robust to small amounts of experience with previous JND measurements.
Apart from that, our results indicated that the red-brown colors used in this study controlled sensitivity to suprathreshold color differences particularly well compared to other stimulus sets at other category boundaries. These findings suggest that performance in discriminating colors at the red-brown boundary is mainly shaped by linguistic color categories when using equally discriminable colors to control for sensitivity. Consequently, colors around the red-brown boundary are particularly pertinent to investigate category effects on color discrimination. The equally discriminable colors in Table 1 may be used for this purpose in future studies.
Taken together, our findings fully confirm a new understanding of the categorical perception of color. Accordingly, the perceptual ability to detect color differences is not categorical, and category effects cannot be a pure product of sensory characteristics of color perception. Instead, categorical facilitation occurs due to a shift of attention to the linguistic distinction between categories.
The idea that categorical perception arises due to attentiondriven categorical facilitation may also inform the discussions about the relationship between perception and language beyond the realm of color (Collins & Olson, 2014; Klemfuss, Prinzmetal, & Ivry, 2012; Lupyan, 2012) . Apart from color, categorical perception has been observed for many domains of perception (for overview see, e.g., Boroditsky, 2011; Davidoff, 2001) . Attentiondriven categorical facilitation might be at the origin of the evidence for categorical perception found in the other domains of perception, too. In particular, our findings parallel evidence about another classical example of categorical perception, the perception of phonemes. It has been shown that phoneme discrimination is not affected by phoneme categories in a task that focuses on pure auditory discrimination rather than categorization, but only in a task that allows the observer to evaluate phoneme differences based on categories (Gerrits & Schouten, 2004; Schouten, Gerrits, & van Hessen, 2003) .
Similar to our findings, these observations show that the sensitivity to perceptual differences is not shaped by linguistic categories. In contrast, evidence in support of categorical perception may arise in tasks in which observers direct their attention to categorical differences, as predicted by categorical facilitation. Our study exemplifies how this idea can be tested beyond the realm of color. In particular, the choice of an appropriate perceptual reference to control perceptual differences on the one hand and the choice of an adequate task to assess category effects on the other are fundamental for this purpose. Figure A2 . Individual data of color naming in Experiment 1 (BCT). Each panel corresponds to one observer, the y-axis represents repeated measurements (ordered by number of "brown" responses for ease of illustration). Apart from that, format as in Figure 3 . In contrast to Figure A6 (2AFC naming), this naming task involved the larger set of 11 stimuli from Experiment 1, and allowed participants to choose among basic color terms (BCT). Note that the red-brown boundary was between A and B for all participants but 3. See the online article for the color version of this figure. (Appendix continues) Figure A3 . Comparison with stimuli and results of Witzel and Gegenfurtner (2013) . Panel a shows the stimulus sampling in the present study (colored disks), and the sampling in that previous study (black dots) in CIELUV space. Black lines show category boundaries and colored squares the category prototypes (i.e. typical brown and red), as measured by Witzel and Gegenfurtner (2013) . Panel b illustrates the differences in lightness between the stimuli of the two studies. The right bar chart shows the luminance (Y in cd/m 2 ) of the stimuli (colored bar for stimuli in this study, and black bar for those in the previous studies), and of the respective background (height of gray bars). The second bar chart shows the lightness of the stimuli in CIELUV space (L ‫ء‬ ), which is relative to the background. Panel c depicts the stimulus sampling in DKL-space. Panel d compares the JNDs measured here (colored disks) to those measured in that previous study (black dots and dashed line). Vertical gray lines indicate stimuli A 0 , B 0 , C 0 , and D 0 . Panel e shows the JNDs measured in the two studies in DKL space. Error bars correspond to SEM. Note the differences in stimulus sampling across the two studies (Panels a, b, and c), but the similarity between the profile of JNDs measured in the two studies (dashed line and colored symbols in Panels d and e). The fact that the boundary from the previous study (thin black lines) is not located between B and C indicates differences in naming. These differences are probably due to differences in lightness between the stimulus sets of the two studies. See the online article for the color version of this figure. Figure A6 . Individual results of color naming in Experiment 2 (2AFC). The panels show the naming data for each individual (participant ID above each graphic) in the 2AFC naming test (red vs. brown) of the second experiment. Participants f1 and f8 dropped out after the first experiment, participant f12 is newly recruited for the second experiment. The x-axis lists the equally discriminable stimuli used in Experiment 2. The height of the red bars correspond to the frequency (y-axis) of naming the color red. In this 2AFC task, participants could only choose between red or brown. Apart from that, format as in Figure A2 . Note that the boundary (black vertical line) of all participants was between B and C. See the online article for the color version of this figure. (Appendix continues) Figure A7 . Categorical facilitation for response time deciles. For each participant, response times were grouped by deciles (10, 20, . . . 100% of response times), which are shown in percent along the x-axis. The y-axis shows the size of categorical patterns, which are calculated as the difference between the average response time of the two within-category pairs (red AB and brown CD) and the average for the across-category pairs (BC). A positive difference indicates a category effect. These differences were calculated separately for the left (green bars) and right (red bars) visual field. Error bars indicate SEM; symbols above the error bars refer to the p-value of a one-tailed paired t-test:
A2. Experiment 2: Speeded Discrimination
‫ءءء‬ p Ͻ 0.001, ‫ءء‬ p Ͻ 0.01, ‫ء‬ p Ͻ 0.05. Note that categorical patterns were significantly above zero for all deciles in the left, and for most deciles in the right visual field. See the online article for the color version of this figure. (Appendix continues) Figure A8 . Histogram for absolute partitions of response times. Graphics show histograms of response times in the speeded discrimination task (Experiment 2), separated for within (AB and BD, in green) and across (BC, in red) stimulus pairs. The upper (a-b) and lower (c-d) row illustrate response times below and above 650 ms, respectively. The left (a and c) and right (b and d) column correspond to the left and right visual field. The x-axes represent the response time bins, the y-axes show the relative frequency in percent of responses within each bin of response times. Triangles show the average response times for within and across stimulus pairs in the respective distribution. As in Figure 8a , the average response times only differ between within and across pairs for response times Ͼ 650 ms (Panels c-d) . This is mainly due to within response times spreading more strongly towards the higher end of the distribution (i.e., 2,000 ms) for response times Ͼ 650 ms (Panels c-d). See the online article for the color version of this figure. (Appendix continues) Figure A9 . Histogram for relative partitions of response times. Format as in Figure A8 . The only difference is that here response times are separated by the median response times for each individual, separately. As a result, the distributions for low and high response times (first and second row) overlap in response time bins, unlike those shown in Figure A8 . Like Figure A8 , distributions for within and across stimulus pairs only differ systematically for high response times (above individual medians), in particular by within response times spreading more strongly towards the higher end of response times (i.e. towards 2,000 ms). See the online article for the color version of this figure. (Appendix continues) Figure A10 . Category effects when accounting for individual differences in the preliminary naming task. For these graphics, equally discriminable stimulus pairs were recharacterized as within and across according to the results of the preliminary naming test in Figure 3 . This only concerned results for participants f2, and f3, whose red-brown boundary was between C 0 and D 0 and participant f5, whose boundary was between A 0 and B 0 (cf. Figure 3) . Participant f1 did not participate in the speeded discrimination task. As a result, f2 and f3 had two red within pairs, but no brown within pair and, f5 did not have a red, but two brown within pairs after re-characterization. For this reason, results for the two within-pairs are lumped together for the two within pairs (light gray bars). Panel a shows response times, Panel b error rates. Results for visual fields are separated by the groups of bars labeled "Left" and "Right." Error bars indicate SEM, and symbols above the error bars refer to the p-value of a one-tailed paired t-test: ‫ءءء‬ p Ͻ 0.001, ‫ءء‬ p Ͻ 0.01. Recharacterized stimulus pairs still yielded clear categorical patterns in both visual fields, with lower response times and error rates for across (dark gray bars) than within (light gray bars) category pairs.
